Biometric Access Control for
the Modern Enterprise
Focus on letting only the right people through the door with industry leading
hardware integrated directly into your current access control system.
With our out-of-the-box integrations, BioConnect
Enterprise makes adding biometrics to your
security solution is as simple as ever. Biometrics
add an additional layer of security that doesn’t
run the risk of being lost, forgotten or stolen.
With our new Insights feature, optimizing and

Security for Doors
Physical Security is the first line of defense an enterprise
has, and your access control methods is the most
important security decision you’ll make. BioConnect’s
security solution for doors uses best-in-class
practices to increase security and identity assurance
of access events within your enterprise.

How it Works
Whether the focus is on letting the right people
in or keeping the wrong people out, BioConnect
can provide your organization with the best and
highest quality biometric devices and software.
At the door, BioConnect provides a suite of worldrenowned biometric hardware with the highest quality
in the market. At the software level, BioConnect
Enterprise allows the enterprise to integrate
biometrics into their existing access control systems,
while administrators to synchronize changes made to
users across multiple access points.
In addition, our new Insights feature uses data
collected during access events to provide you
with real time insights on your security efforts and
proactive suggestions to optimize access control
management procedures. From alerts when
devices are about to go off-line to enrollment and
authentication issues with certain users, Insights
keeps administrators informed the functionality of the
entire network.

improving access control procedures among
other things are possible. From collecting data on
access events to proactive alerts to avoid system
down times, BioConnect Enterprise makes the
deployment of biometrics at the door level across
the enterprise easy.

Each reader enables specific biometric modalities as
factors of authentication. BioConnect helps you
determine which hardware will work best for your needs
and develop a biometric security strategy unique to your
organization. For both indoor and outdoor access points,
the hardware can support face, fingerprint, card and pin as
means of efficient and secure identity authentication.

BioConnect Enterprise
BioConnect Enterprise, makes it easy and cost effective
to integrate biometrics into your current access control
system. With BioConnect Enterprise you can manage
and scale devices from a single integration point. With a
single enrollment, users can gain access to any door on
the network.

Hardware
BioConnect’s array of Suprema biometric readers is
equipped to provide you with an access control solution
that works best for you. Whether it’s single, two or multifactor authentication, Suprema’s biometric readers will
be able to configure to BioConnect Enterprise and your
access control systems with ease.

The Insights feature of BioConnect Enterprise, analyzes
data to optimize access control management procedures.
Administrators can receive proactive alerts about device
health or when users are having difficulty authenticating.
Insights can also diagnose and restore device network
operational issues before they become larger problems.
System administrators can make security and
convenience a priority and allow Insights to help
reduce unnecessary security escalations.

CorMatrix and BioConnect
CorMatrix® Cardiovascular develops innovative biomaterial
devices that harness the body’s innate ability to repair its own
damaged heart tissue. When relocating offices, they reached
out to BioConnect for an effective access control solution.
Their solution consisted of integrating ingerprint readers into their
access control system with BioConnect Enterprise. Now they
can manage access control and time and attendance across
multiple doors – all within a cost-effective, integrated package.
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See a Solution That Fits Your Physical Security Needs?
Bioconnect Can Help. Learn More at:

www.bioconnect.com

